Today’s Weather
san Jose: continued rain showers a ith southeast winds 5-15
mph. High temperatures today: 63-70. Low temperatures:
50-55.
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Negro Comic
Dick Gregory
Cancels Visit

Paper on Probation

Negro comedian Dick Gregory
has cancelled his scheduled SJS
appearance on Dec. 2.
In a letter received yesterday,
Gregory informed the Spartan Programs Committee that he is canceling his scheduled appearance in
order to do a television special in
London on the same day.

By RICH THAW
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Student Activities Board
yesterday afternoon, after healing
a complaint lodged against the
New Student editor Ira Meltzer, by
Blood Drive officials, placed the
publication on probation and referred the complaint to the ASB
Attorney General for possible further action.
At the same time Meltzer told
-1AB he refused to accept its de.ision because, he said, SAB does
not have the jurisdiction to judge
"individual" action.
Ernesto Ortega, Blood Drive
..hairman, charsed Meltzer with
’telling blood donors that the blood
was to be sent to the Viet Cong.-

Meltzer Rebuffs SAB

DEEP REGRET
William Fox, cultural activities
advisor, said that Gregory’s contract had a clause which allowed
cancellation in the event the performer was offered a TV or film
engagement.
"Gregory expressed deep regret
and hopes to appear here in future," Fox said.
REPLACEMENT SOUGHT
The satirical comedian and civil
rights leader was to have appeared
in the Washington Square Series
which is sponsored by the ASB
under the auspices of the Spartan
Pmgrams Committee.
The committee is now trying to
obtain another act to replace
Gregory, according to chairman
Miss Pam Mangseth.
"We have contacted several
agents and groups, and we’re hoping that one of our top choices
will be available for Dec. 2," she
said.

Senator To Speak
At Stanislaus State
Academic Meeting
State Senator George Miller Jr.,
D-Contra Costa County, will be
the featured speaker at the meeting of the California State Colleges’ Academic Senate at Startislaus State College Thursday and
Friday.
Sen. Miller, a former assemblyman, has been asked to speak on
"Fiscal Control in the State Colleges and the Possibilties of Fiscal
Autonomy."
Attending the Senate meeting
as official delegates from SJS will
be Dr. Marion K. Richards, associate professor of English; Dr.
William R. Rogers, professor of
education, and Dr. James P. Heath,
professor of biology.
Dr. Richards will be attending
her first Senate meeting. She is
taking the place of Dr. Peter
Koestenbaum, who asked for a
semester’s leave of absence from
the post.

Photo by Paul Sequeira
FEATURED SOLO VIOLINIST, Jack Ullom, will
play Beethoven’s Concerto in D Major at the
SJS Symphony Orchestra concert at 8:15 tonight
in Concert Hall. With Ullom is Albert Gillis, as -

sociafe professor of music and violinist in the
Pdginini Quartet. Ullom studied under Gillis.
Worn won the Lanini String Competition.

’Cafe Incident’ at Debate
Criticized by ASB President
By ROGER ALLEN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
ASB Pres. John Hendricks said
yesterday he deplores "the incident in the cafeteria" at the Vietnam Day Committee-Night Riders
debate Friday.
He said campus political activism is good, but activists "should
not infringe on the rights of othThe president said that the cafc
teria wag so crowded with studentssome even standing on tableslistening to speakersthat
operation of the cafeteria "was
held up for two hours."
He declared that political activism in the form of rallies and
public debates can "be traced back
to the enthusiasm of individuals
tired of sitting around doing
nothing."
Referring to the increase in campus political activity over the last
few yiears, the president noted
that the politically active student
wants more education than that
which he receives in the classroom.
He demonstrates to "fulfill and express needs."
Hendricks said the heightened
awareness of students is beneficial to society, because any time
anyone tries to understand contemporary issues, "nothing but
help" to a democratic society can
result.

neiful griep
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Twenty teachers from the African country nf Mali will to rive at
SJS today to study English and English teaching, according to Thomas
R. Coke, foreign student adviser.
The 18 men and two women from the tiny country are coming to
SJS to learn English teaching methods and English composition and
construction, Coke said.
Frederic Fellini’s "La Strada" will he tomorrow’s Classic Film.
It will he shown at 3:30 and 7 p.m. in TH55. All Classic Films are
free to the college community.
The Catholic Student Organization will hold a Bible vigil at the
Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St., tonight at 7.
Three scriptural readings dealing with peace will he presented.
Mrs. Dorothy Kimbrell, a Methodist minister, will speak to the group.
Dancing and refreshments will follow a group discussion.
L’Atelier francais, a French workshop formed this semester by
SJS student Jeff London, will meet fixiay at 3:30 p.m. in Cafeteria
A and R.
The group meets every Tuesday and Thursday at the same time
and place.
L’Atelier is an informal group which gives students eontact with
the French language, London said.

The president also said the New
Student newspaper "could be helpful" to the SJS student body if
its editors would decide whether
to print "stories based on news
or stories designed to promote a
point of view."
He said many of their articles
are politically inspiz-ed." Referring

to Friday’s debate and the Roger
Lette draft card non-burning, the
president charged New Student
editors vvith "creating news to
sell their paper."
The president said much of the
by
satire especially a column
John Hansen, literary editor of the
New Student, is "extremely funny."

SDX Judges Lyke
Nation’s Number One
Lyke, SJS feature magazine from
1964 to spring, 1965, was judged
first place in the national magazine division at the 56th annual
convention of Sigma Delta Chi
ISDX), national journalistic SOciety for men, last wecekend.
Both Lyke and La Torre were
replaced this year by Sparta Life,
a pictorial feature magazine. According to Gerson Miller, assistant professor of advertising and
faculty adviser for Sparta Life,
the new magazine will combine
the best features of both the former publications.
The SJS chapter of SDX had
the largest campus delegation at
the Los Angeles convention last
Wednesday through Saturday. The
deleg.it ion included 13 students and

Canada Failure
Causes Blackout
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Chairman Joseph C. Swidler of the Federal Power Commission announced
yesterday that the massive northeastern power failure apparently
started in Canada "in the Ontario
hydro-generating plant on the Niagara River."
’There followed a series of trip
outs of transmission lines and generating plants of the systems.
Swifiler told newsmen that he
had relayed the report to President Johnson, Defense Secretary
Robert McNamara and Buford Ellington, head of the Office of
Emergency’ Planning.
"The initiation of the disturbance seems to have occurred in the
Ontario hydro-generating plant on
the Niagara River and resulted in
a major inrush of power into the
upstate New York systems." Saidler said.

three faculty advisers,
Tom Mead, copy editor for the
Spartan Daily, won an honorable
mention in a spot news writing
contest held on Friday. There
were two awards and three honorable mentions given in the national contest.
Mead’s article covered a press
conference with Gerald Ford, RMiehigan, House minority leader

PROPER SOCIAL MANNER
According to John Gruehl, SAB
chairman, Meltzer was judged by
the committee to have been in
violation of proper social manner
in the Blood Drive incident.
Referring to another matter the
SAB put The New Student on
probation for the duration of the
semester.
The probation calls for strict
adherence to regulations requiring
weekly registration of the time and
place the paper will be sold.
In Meltzer’s prepared statement, he declared:
"According to the power granted
you by the ASB, you have authority to ’regulate organizations’ as

stipulated in the Organizational
Handbook.
I am an individual. As such my
actions are dictated only by my
own conscience, and not any organization. To hold any organization responsible for any alleged
violation that may have been commited would be unfair both to myself and to that organization.
AN INDIVIDUAL
"As an individual it would seem
to me that it would be impossible
to determine what organization
you shall hold responsible. That
is to say why should SEE or The

New Student be responsible.
Why not SDS, VDC, Democratic Club, Democrats for Lindsay, or SAE fraternity which are
other organizations I am presently
a member of or have held membership in.
"Thus, to my thinking, it is
absurd that anyone but myself
be held to account for my actions.
I therefore respectfully refuse
to submit any evidence or make
any statements in my behalf that
would be admitting the power of
SAB to judge me . . . I refuse to
(Continued on Page 3)

’Waterproof’ Phone System
Plagued by Damp Weather
Rain, rain go away so we can
get our calls through. That is the
wish of the "intercept" operators
of the campus telephone system
and of the many departments
which find it difficult to call offcampus when it rains.
A campus operator said that
every time it rains heavily the
school switchboard "has a lot of
trouble."
"People can’t dial out . . the
phones just go kookie," she said.
The "int,ercept" operator, one
of the campus "telephone troubleshooters" who come on the line

when people have difficulty dialing out, said she took the "whole
situation laughing . . . there’s
nothing else I can do."
Miss Alberta Heuring, telephone
supervisor, said that the problem
is city-wide and that a Pacific
Telephone service man has been
called.
A Pacific Telephone spokesman
said that the trouble might be
cau.sed by a stuck switch, but
that this is only a guess. The telephone equipment its waterproof
and should not be affected by the
rain, he said.

Faculty Group Says:

’State Colleges Need Lobbyists’
By FRANCINE MILLER
The Association of California
State College Professors (ACSCP),
meeting in San Diego last weekend. !imposed to set up a "voluntary political action committee" to
lobby for the state colleges, according to Dr. Theodore Balgooyen,
pmfessor of speech and president
of the cfunpus ACSCP.
The committee would be supported by a voluntary monthly
contribution of $5 a member to
be deducted from the payroll. The
fun, states Dr. Balgooyen, would
he "used solely to promote the
interests of the California State
Colleges, the faculties and the
students."
The resolution asked ACSCP’s

legislative Comtnittee plus an additional 15 to 20 members to (1) initiate support for political candidates worthy of faculty support;
(21 provide a source of information between ACSCP and candidates; and (31 implement ACSCP’s
legislative program by active work
with legislators.
Concerning faculty salaries,
ACSCP declared that 10 per cent
salary increase "still leaves us behind the national American Association of University Professors
(AAUP) averages in Class A institutions," reports Dr. Balgnoyen.
The long-range o bj ective of
ACSCP, as officially resolved in
San Diego, is "to increase State
College faculty salaries to a level

not less than the Class A salary
mean rating of AAUP by 1969 ..."
Teaching loads and fringe benefits also were considered in discussion of the Master Plan for
Higher Education in California,
"The Master Plan should be revised to equate professors’ loads,
salaries, and fringe benefits with
those of the University of California," asserts Dr. Balgooyen.
ACSCP suggested that one board
of regents govern the entire system with a number of regional
divisions to "provide a measure
of autonomy without creating the
disorganization which has allowed
the universities, colleges, and junior colleges to go their separate
WFlyS." Dr. Balgooyen notes.
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Vice President Speculates

Administrators To Teach?
siiattioa ieshi
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
SJS administrators, in the near
future, may have the claw-

DR. WILLIAM J. DUSEL
. . . Vice President

Inh, cxistence in 1963, replacing
the Faculty Council, solely an
advisory board.
Dr. Dusel explained that all
major college policies were formerly determined by the president and his immediate staff of
deans. Now much of this responsibility is delegated to the Academic Council.
"More and more faculty mem’CLOSER TOUCH’
bers are assuming many of the
"That way, we tadministra- former responsibilities of the
administration," Dr. Dusel said.
tors) can keep in closer touch
Although these added responsiwith the basic purpose of the
bilities make great demands on
that of teaching stucollege
leachers’ free time, I think their
dents," he said.
pa tit ici pa I ion insures a sounder
The vice president said that
and safer pattern of developthe pc.ssibility of SJS adminisment.
trators teaching part-time has
It im my hope that this deresulted from the creation and
velopment may eventually. permit
development of the Academic
Council as the. major policy-mak- ’administrative officers to assume
part-time teaching responsibiliing body of the college.
ties."
The Council. composed of administrative representatives and
GREAT GROWTH
’acuity representatives from all
Vice president Dusel has seen
divisions of the college, came
great growth during his IS years
tunity to teach their academic
specialties on a part-time basis,
according to Vice President
William J. Duscl.
Dr. Dusel, in a recent interview, said that that he thinks
it would he ideal for every
administrative officer, from the
president on dovvn. to share in
the teaching responsibilities.

here and thinks that Ihe creation
of new state colleges will alleviate the enrollment problem
which has plagued SJS in past
years.
"I see in the near future the
long-awaited opportunity to devote the major part of our energies and talents to perfecting
our academic pmgram instead of
having to concern ourselves
solely with the problem of accommodating expanding enrollment."
MIXED EMOTIONS
’rhe vice president, who was
appointed to his present post in
1957, views his administrative
job with both satisfaction and
regret.
He explained the satisfaction
of his job comes with "the feeling that I am being of service
to administrators and faculty
members."
"However," miss the student
contact that I had as a teacher,"
Dr. Dusel said.

Guest Room’
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SJS Cafeteria
’Under Siege’
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SCOTT MOORE

Editorial Comment

Chaos Mocks Privilege
ft is w ith horror and utter disgust
that wt. r)iew I.’ritlay’s -debate’. between some motorcyclists and members
of the ietnam Day Committee (1’DC).
Tile contemptible and irresponsible
actions of the spectacle’s sponsors. and
their complete lack of organization.
resulted in a dangerous and exploshe
situation.
Editors of the New Student proclaimed tot the crowd their sole :el
sorsItip of the eent. A hat they sponled the
sored was an eent whielt
spirit of "’free speech"’ which characterizes S.I S
The absolute. height of irresponsibility was attained when these sponsors suddenly lwrded the milling crowd
into Spartan Cafeteria. Cafeteria Manager Miehael Dolan could only watch
with horror as the -debate.’ was s
nuttily brought into the cafeteria.
i- natural under such circumstances. tlw crowd made a shambles
of part of the cafeteria. After damaging tables and breaking dishes, the
anislied, !railing 1whind one

muddy, miserable mess.
Free speech does not gi) intik iduals the right to endanger piddle safety.
The sponsors of this debate knowingly
contributed to the damaging of college property and created a situation
which could bale erupted into chaos
and rioting. ’fltis is an outrageous
evasion of the responsibility inherent
in any free speech interpretation.
College a tl ministrators, on the
whole. have lwen lenient in permitting
debate and de !!!!! nstrations on catnpn-.
They can be expected to closed),
amine Friday’s spectacle. Is it po,sible
a college will not take action until
one of these circit,es explodes into a
ttiiiii thuous riot?
lite sponsors of Friday’s disorder!),
acted in an irresponsible
exhibit’
and dangerous manner and stretched
the principles of free speech
logical comprehension. This ugly sideshow and its disarray may lune serious
repercussions on the future of free
speech at SJS. Nlay Seenth Street
rest itt peaty.

Thrust and Parry

’Debate’ Stirs Comments
’New Student Leaders
Responsible for Farce’
Editor:
The leaders of the New Student perpetrated a disorganized farce on SJS Friday
afternoon and, sadly, the students impulsively
cooperated.
As rain halted the "debate" on S. Seventh,
Phil Whitten led the soaked and curious spectators into the cafeteria. It became a disorganized shambles. No respect was shown for
the property or facilities of the building and
it was only a professor’s plea that moved the
spectacle to Concert Hall.
Direct responsibility must be placed on
the shoulders of those who organized and
directed this display the editors of the
New Student, Ira Meltzer and Phil Whitten.
They purported to stage a debate between
two extremes representing an issue that needs
objective analysis, not confused, emotional
grandstanding.
If their purpose was either to clarify positions or present intelligent spokesmen for
and against our Southeast Asian involvement,
they railed eompletely. They succeeded only

HO.
There’s no limit to the good
man can accomplish through
reliance on God. But It takes
humility and a deep spiritual
commitmenL You learn to depend on the divine Love that
makes possible every worthwhile act. You’re invited to hear
this subject explored further at
a one-hour public lecture by
William Henry Alton of The
Christian Science Board of
Lectureship. The lecture title is
"Man Unlimited." Everyone Is
weirnme to come and listen.

I noun science lecture
MEMORIAL CHAPEL
Tuesday, Nov. 16,
at 8 p.m.
th, chr
Sp,
Organization on Campus

in becoming ring masters at a circus that
made a mocyry of academic order and intent.
I sincerely hope that any further activity
by these students will show a greater respect
for the college they represent and for the
intelligence of the student txxly they attempt
to enlighten.
Darren Dearborn
.1.9432

Friday’s Reaction Shows
4Students II ant Violence’

"I told you it’d be a dark day in New York when
we elected a Republican mayor . . .!"

Rabble Rousing

L. A. Sub- teen A -Go- Go
By PVI HEFTER \ k
A girl approaches in -kin-tight benpants with a litti,e blanket deison
sign, bleached bl 1 hair &tun to her
waist. a shorty blouse that just barely
Noels her 28AAA bust, and sand in her
nas el.
"Wantia dance, man?"
You dance, or rather jerk, and betweet" gasps of air you ask her how old
she is.
"Eleven and a half Ilex, Monday."
Incredible? Not a bit. This is the New
Genera
in Los Angeles, hieing itself
a ball at ITS BOSS, a %,i1.1 teemage Gold
Strip.
ler) night club on
SAMPLE DELIGHTS
hal was your intrepid columnist
doing there? After the festivities of the
Sigma Delta Chi Inational journalistic
society tconvention in 1.os Angeles, Friday,
several brothers of the press and 1 decided
to sample ihe delights of Hollywood. Because s
of ii- ss ere below the magic
age and couldn’t get 1.1).s that reasonably
matched our descriptions, we looked for

Well, so at last it is admitted. Many in
Friday’s crowd at the VDC debate finally
came out and said nay, violently, joyfully
shouted- that they want not happiness, but
unhappiness; that they want peace, but
violence.
Thank you, Mr. Ginsberg, for illuminating
this suspected, yet oft suppressed, point. It
should now be perfectly clear that the VDC
and sympathetic marchers have nothing in
this country to march for except themselves.
Jansms C. corbin
A11360

Eighteen to 20 has become 11 to 31).
The wild. gyrating dancers itre all sizes.
shapes, colors. and ages. The mop-headed
stomp band is led by a teen-age boy, or
girl, toot sure uhich) writhing on the
floor. kicking his ther) legs in the air,
and shouting "IlL1.1.11 MALY!" hilts a
mike.
"All the kids from Emerson Grantniar
and Wright
High make it here on
week-ends,- you are told by a 14-year-old

boy with blond hair hanging below Isis
jaw, a silk shirt twice his size, anti his
great grandmother’s high-button shoes recovered with blue suede.
The band lakes a break. You buy a
30-cent coketail from a 13-year-old waitress
with her hair ratted two feet above her
head. Sitting ar
I your table is the generation thai will call you soft and middle.
class, and demonstrate against your laws.
CLASS DISCUSSION
"We learn about pot in health and
hygiene. You know where I can get minter
asks a 16-year-old homecoming queen.
"If you get drafted, you gotta go, but
1 gotta go to college first." says a 16-yearold "surfer." bare-che,ted and bare-footed.
"We all knew- about Watts weeks in
advance. They were passin. mit directions
for fire bombs at --- - high school.
Why do you think Chief Parker bought
all those new helmets?" says a 14-year-old
Negro boy.
"Nobodx %ants to join a frat in college," say, a 17-earsold Mexican-American
who gave his ambition to,"to go to UCLA."
"My mom knows rin here . . . she
brought me . . . it’s better than watchitf
TN," retnarks a 12-year-old girl in skintight bell bop
and a serape.
"Polities is ridiculous ...
one really
care excepts the nuts," says a 15-year-old
junior high set I students. All at the
table agree.
’Ile hand returns for the last dance
and you leave the world of your successorix.
Outside, in the fresh air, parents are waiting for their precocious offspring.

By sTEvE ’,moo\
Former -INft President, Fall Igh.3
I write these remarks from within the
cafeteria confines. Members of the VDC.
and it. affiliate, are still trying to express
their s imss to the handful of interested
and its affiliates
people. ’the Hell%
have climbed back in the sailini of their
’tura-military dream xx orld tank- and, after
roaring up and down Sesenth Street for
their
the press- have spell back
shadowy world.
The press people are packing up their
cameras., finishing their inlet% iews and
racing off to make their deadlims.
cafeteria is decimated- broken crockery,
water-soak...I floors, paper all over the
floor, table-. chairs, (qv, and unbelievable
filth ctio,..1 by the storming of the facility
by student- who wanted a good show 011
Friday afternoon.
’Slit
\ G CIRCUS’
The
4.....king aspect of what
happened toda) %,:ts the ctreus-like at
pliere that pervaded the entire performance. The cat -calls and chants of the listening ? students were clear ex idenee
a lack of interest on their part.
’rimy were looking for a good time on
a Friday after
and they found it, ote
of die rain, by occupying and wrecking a
facility intended to serve all the students.
They st I on tables in their rain-soaked
shoes. and literally c iiiiii ’landed the facility
for ihe Fen Of ft!
1 \ CONSIDERED ISSUE
What were the issue.? "VI ho knows
and who cares. Let’s have a good time,"
was the battle cry. The tl gist, and I
assure you it is only a fleeting one, that a
college or toiier-it is meant to improve
your own life so that you may iinprove
your soriety, was absolutely not considered.
Well now, here is somethinga twinge
of conscience perhaps. (Later found out
to be motivated by a faculty member);
Students are filing back into the cafeteria,
beginning to mop, straighten up the place,
and pick up the broken plates and dishes.
I wonder if this work party will have
any effect on their primary responsibility
as students to have an inquirin; mind that
judiciously searches for troth In every conflict of ideas. At the moment, 1 doubt it!

1,,
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CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
MACHINERY, CHEMICALS,
DEFENSE, FIBERS AND FILMS,
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Senior and graduate students in Engineering, Science and
Business will want to talk over career opportunities at FMC
Corporation. Appointments should he made today with the college
placement office for individual inters iron with company represent,
Elves who will be on campus -

November 19
FMC Corporation’s dynamic growth and diversification
offer challenging and rewarding careen; in a wide range ot disciplines. The important first step is to make arrangements now for
an interview with a representative of FMC.
Puffing War le Work in Machinery, Chemise’s, Deem, fibers and tams

Love at First Sight . . .
Maybe.
A blind date you like7
Why not?
We can find your perfect matchjust what you’ve always
wanted. Better than any blind dateAgreed? (Maybe better
than your present habit.)
8,000 tried itand it worked.
Why not you?
We guarantee five dates
All of ’them the date you’ve always
wanted. For only $3.00!
Dates by Operation Match ... May be the biggest thing since
Adam and Eve.
Questionnaires are being distributed on your campus. Pick one
up and try it. Or write to:

OPERATION MATCH
P.O. Box 5892
San Francisco, California

New Deadline: Monday, Nov. 29
As Equal Opportunity Imp opor

CORPOBSI101
v:z

P.S. Your answers are placed in a 7090 Computer Memory
File. The computer then scans the qualifications of every mem
ber of the opposite sex from your area and selects the five (5)
most perfect matches for you!
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In Missouri, Hooper taught and
counseled all the eletnentary
the University of Wichita, he
with

the education

and

counseling division.
Hooper received his B.S. in education from the University of Missouri in 1941, his A.M. from the
University of Chicago in 19413, and
his Ph.D. from the University of
Denver in 1962.
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this incihave am thing to do \
dent while it is before this board."
According to Gruehl, The New
Student was put on probation because. he said, The New Student
staff had failed to meet regula: tions concerning proper registration of the time and place the
paper would he sold
Gruehl statcd that SAB has the
power to placie probation on the
New Student under ASB Legislative Act 27, which gives SAB
"authority and jurhuli.g,on over
the advertising, selling end distribution of materials by individuals
an() recognized stegient organizations."
Following adjournment of the
three-hour meeting, Meltzer asked
Gruehl if the committee had found
him "guilty" of anythirg, an(’ if
sowhere did SAB get its authority.?
Gruehl replied the group had
not found Meltzer "guilty" but had
established that Meltzer "was in
violation ot’’ proper social manner.
Meltzer asked what the difference between "guilty" and "in violation of." Gruehl then stated
"We’re not defending the action of
the board." He said the entire issue
was being referred to the ASB
Attorne!. Cleneral.
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Captain Sue 011111111, Army Medical Specialist Corps personn el
counselor for the Sixth Army, will
be at SJS today anei tomormw to
advise college students and graduates on opportunity in the Army
Medical Service.
The Army Medical Service offers
financial assistance to students in
the fields of physical and accruaRonal therapy- and dietetic,

Additional critivism voncerning
the faculty supplementary income
survey has been voiced by Dr.
C. M. Larsen, president of the SJS
chapter of the American Association of University Professors.
The survey was recently instituted by the Coordinating Council
for Higher Education at the direction of the State Legislature.
The local AAUP voted to support the request of a committee
of the Academic Senate of the
California State Colleges that any
faculty members who may receive
a copy of the survey questionnaire
not to return the questionnaire
until they have had a chance to
consider an Academic Senate report on the matter.
NO CONSTRI’CTIVE PURPOSE
Larsen commented that, in his
.
ludgment,the survey is not likely
to accomplish any constructive
purpose because it will be very
difficult, if not impossible, to decide upon a clearly reasonable interpretation of the results.
"For example," said Larsen,
"suppose that we can agree on
what would be a fairly high level
of faculty income from supplementary jobs, and suppose that the
survey shows that such a level
is actually realized. Then there are
at lease three different interpretations which can he placed on such
an outcome.
"The interpretation which some
legislators may wish to place on
such a result is that professors
are not being conscientious about
their college work because they
are too busy on their outside jobs.
VALUABLE RESERVOIR
"But a very different interpretation is also in order. A college
constitutes a valuable reservoir
of highly trained manpower, and
perhaps we should he glad to find
evidence that the surrounding
community is making full use of

Attention Ping-Pong Champs:
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John Thorne, San Jose attorney
Dr. Ogilvie plans to pose t.
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enee religion in New York Cl
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the
s Wes of faculty member.
"Anil there is a third posilw
to be considered: It is entii...;
possible that a fairly high percentage of outside income is a
simple consequence of a too lost’
salary level, which compels many
faculty members to seek supplementary employment in order to
make ends meet.
"Uniess such ambiguities can be
overcome. the Legislature would
be well advised to abandon the
survey as a waste of titne, effort, ’
and money," Larsen said.

Prof Receives
Research Grant
From Foundation
Dr. Theodore C. Zsutty. SJS
associate professor of CiVil engineering. has been awarded a
$37,561 grant from the National
Science Foundation for a two-year
study on "Strength Prediction of
Reinforced Concrete."
Dr. Zsutty’s research is an outgrowth of the recent extensive
changes in strength prediction
formulas of building codes, which
"hese an arbitrary element of
safety in the field of reinforced
concrete design." Dr. Zsutty’s study
will attempt to provide improvements in the building code.
Four of his articles on reinforced
concrete have appeared in engineering technical journals,

A
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"Sex anti Our Changing Society- ethics: a myth, a tragedy or a
will be discussed by. two SJS pro- boon?"
Dr, Putney will discuss the
fessors and an attorney Thursday
ehanges in the norms of society.
night at 7:30 in Concert Hall.
’rhe legal asperts of the question
The panel discussion will lw will be presented by- Thorne.
sponsored by Humanists on CamJohn Stanley. HO(’ presider,
invites all interested and open pus i HOC).
individuals to attend.
Panelists will be Dr. Bruce Ogil- I minded

Friday, Nov. 19

So is this.
.41!1:1111:

Memorial Chapel, or
Thin Unlimited."
Sponsored hy the Christian Science Oragnization. Alton’s lecture
will further explore the following.
"There’s no limit to the good a
man can accomplish through reliance on GO& tI takes humility
and a deep spiritual commitment.
You learn to depend on the divine
love that makes possible every
worthwhile act."
Alton was a former administrator for the Rockefeller Brothers
Governmental Studies. He has held
a number of executive posts in
the oil industry and other development enterprises over the years.
During world War II, he served
as a captain of military intelli-

AAUP Leader Raps
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William Henry Alton of the
Inlet views for the recently va- Christian Science Board of Lecturcated post of Junior Representa- ship will speak toniuht at 8 in
tive on Student Council will be
held this afternoon at 4 in the
College Union, ASB Pres. John
Hendricks announced.
The vacancy occurred when Bill
Clark resigned his position to take
over the post of ASB treasurer.
Persons interested in the post
must have a 2.25 cumulative grade
avera-e and :dear academic standing. hold no toker major elective
or appointive ASB position and be
a hona fide member of the junior
class.
The AS/3 Intramurals Board.
which is responsible for the SJS
intramural program, has set interviews today at 2:30 p.m. in the
College Union. The board formulates rules of competition and
hanciles budget requests.
WILLIAM HENRY ALZON
The ASB Recognition Committee
will select five members from in. . . visiting lecturer
terviews scheduled this afternoon
at 3 p.m. in the College Union.
The committee’s purpose is to
recognize achievements made by
students in student government,
ASB committees anti emmets
ga n iza t ions.

grades. \Vhile a graduate student
worked
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SJS Cafeteria
1( ler Siege’

(§: PA RTAN DA I LY
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Editor

Ifs - I 1. \ E LARSON
Former tli PreNitlfloi. Fall I96.1
I write these remarks from within the
cafeteria confines. Members of the VIM:

Ailscrtising Mgr., BOB SCHERNER

SCOTT MOORE

and its affiliates are still tring to express
s to the handful of interested
their s
people. The Hell’s Angels and its affiliates
have climbed back in the saddle of their
para-niilitar dream world tanks and, after

Editorial Comment

Chaos Mocks Privilege
It is vs ith horror and utter disgust
that we rev iew Friday’s "debate"’ between Mfille motorcyclists and members
of the Wiliam Day C tttttt flitter
The contemptible and irrespon.ilde
actions of the spectacle’s sponsors. and
their complete lack of organization,
resulted in a dangerous and explosixe
situation.
Editors of the New Student proirlainwil to tlw crowd their sole sponsor -hip of the ev ent. What they sponmocked the
sored was an l’Arlit
spirit of "free speech" which rharacterizes SJS.
The ab-olitte height of irresponsibility was attained when these sponsors suddenly herded the milling cro%il
into Spartan Cafeteria. Cafeteria Manager Mirhael Dolan could only watch
with horror as the "debate" was summarily’ brought into the cafeteria.
As is natural under such cirrunistarters. the crowd made a shambles
of part of the cafeteria. After damaging tables and breaking dishes, the
masses xatiished, le-axing behind one

muddy, miserable nwss.
Free speech does not give indis
als tlw right to endanger public -afety.
The sponsors of thi- debate knowingly
rontributed to the damaging of college property and created it situation
which could him. erupted into chaos
and rioting. ’fhb: is an outrageous
evasion of the responsibility inherent
in any free speech interpretation.
College a dmin is t ra t or s. on the
whole. have been lenient in permitting
on campus.
debate and demonstraf
They can be expected to elosely examine Friday’s -pectaele. Is it possible
a college will not take action until
one of these circuses explodes into a
tumultuous riot?
The sponsors of Friday’s disorderly
exhibition acted in an irresponsible
and dangerous manner arid stretched
1
the principles of free speech hey
prehension. This ugly sidelogical c
set-.
show and its disarray may
repercussions on the future of free
speerli at SJS. May Sexenth Street
rest in peace.

Thrust and Parry

’Debate’ Stirs Comments
’New Student Leaders
Responsible for Farce’
_

Editor:
The leaders of the New Student perpetrated a disorganized farce on SJS Friday
afternoon and, sadly, the students impulsively
cooperated.
As rain halted the "debate" on S. Seventh,
Phil Whitten led the soaked and curious spectators into the cafeteria. It became a disorganized shambles. No respect was shown for
the pioperty or facilities of the building and
it WaS only a professor’s plea that moved the
spectacle to Concert Hall.
Direct responsibility must be placed on
the shoulders of those who organized and
editors of the
directed this display the
New Student, Ira Meltzer and Phil Whitten.
They purported to stage a debate between
two extremes representing an issue that needs
objective analysis, not confused, emotional
grandstanding.
If their purpose was either to clarify positiring or present intelligent spokesmen for
and against our Southeast Asian involvement,
they failed completely. They succeeded only

io

limja
There’s no limit to the good a
man can accomplish through
reliance on God, But It takes
humility and a Caen spiritual
commitmenL You learn to depend on the divine Love that
makes possible every worthwhile act. You’re invited to hear
this subject explored further at
a one-hour public lecture by
William Henry Alton of The
Christian Science Board of
Lectureship. The lecture title is
"Man Unlimited." Everyone Is
welcome to come and listen.

I curistian science lecture’

in becoming ring masters at a circus that
made a mocery of academic order and intent.
I sincerely hope that any further activity
by these students will show a greater respect
for the college they represent and for the
intelligence of the student body they attempt

shadowy world.
The press people are packing up their
cameras, finishing their inters iews and

racing off to make their deadlines. The
cafeteria is decimated broken crockery.
water-soaked floors, parr all 0%er die
floor, tables, chairs, etc, and Mi111.111.%
filth caused by the stori tt i tt g of thr farilit
by students who wanted a good shim .,it
Friday afternoon.
’SHOCKING Cltitil
The most shocking alicci of tslial
happened today was the

"I told you it’d be a dark day in New York when
we elected a Republican mayor . . .!"

Rabble Rousing

L.A. Sub -teen A -Go-Go
pAT

HEFTER \ IN
By
A girl approaches in skiii-tight bellbottomed pants with a horsi blanket design, bleached blond hair 110111 ill her
waist, a shorty blouse that just hawk
covers her 28AAA bust. and sand in licr
"’karma dance, man?"
’11 on dance, or rather jerk, and be.
iweeti gasps of air you ask her how olil
she is.
"Elesen and a ball next monday."
Incredible? Not a bit. Thi. is the New
in Los Angelcs. basing itself
Getterat
i UM’
a ball at ITS BOSS. a N111.1
under) night t hilt
SANIPLE DELIGHTS

to enlighten.
Darrell Dearborn
A9432

Friday’s Reaction Shows
’Students Want Violence’
Well, so at last it is admitted. Many in
Friday’s crowd at the VDC debate finally
came out and said -nay, violently, joyfully
shouted- that they want not happiness, but
unhappiness; that they want peace, but
violence.
Thank you, Mr. Ginsberg, for inuminating
this su.spected, yet oft suppressed, point. It
should now be perfectly clear that the VDC
and sympathetic marchers have nothing in
this country to march for except themselves.
James C. Corbin

A11360

Nifliat was your intrepid columnist
doing there? After the festivities of the
Sigma ilblta Chi (national journalistic
socitts icousention in Los Angeles, Friday,
-ecr.i I brothers of the press and I decided
to -ample the delights of Hollywood. Bee:111SP stlIlle Of us Isere below the magic
age and couldn’t get I.D.s that reasonably
matched our descriptions, we looked for

"Io.2(r chit,
Eighteen 14, 20 has become I I to 30.
Th.. wild. gyrating dancers are all sizes,

OPPORTUNITIES
MACHINERY, CHEMICALS,
DEFENSE, FIBERS AND FILMS,
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Senior and graduate students in Engineering, Science and
Business will want to talk over career opportunities at FMC
Corporation. Appointmenta should he made today with the college
placement office for individual interviews with company represent.
*Lives who will be on campus -

November 19
FMC rorporation’a dynamic growth and diversification

offer challenging and rewarding careers in a wide range of disciplines. The important first step is to make arrangements now for
an interview with a representative of FMC.
Mine Ideas le Wak in Ma

Equal Opper.ntly Freoproyor

for fire bombs at
high school.
Why do you think Chief Parker bought

all those new helmets?" says a 14-year-old
Negro boy.
"Nobody wants to join a frat in college." says a 17-year-old Mexicali -American
who gasp his ambition to, iii go to UCLA."
"My MOM kilt/WS 11.111 here . . . she
brought tne . . . it’s better than watchin’

TV," remarks a 12-year-old girl in skintight bell-bottoms and a serape.
"Polities is ridiculous ...
one really
care est...pis the mils," says a 15-year-old
junior high se!
1 students. All at the

BULLY’!" into a
mike.
"All the kids front Emerson Gramniar
and Wright Junior High make it here on
week -ends,- .\ 4111 are told by a 14-year-old

table agree.
The band returns for the last dance
and you leave tli#. world of your stiecessom
Outside, in the fresh air, parents are waiting for their precocious offspring.
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Love at First Sight .
Maybe.
A blind date you like?
Why not?
We can find your perfect matchjust what you’ve always
wanted. Better than any blind dateAgreed? (Maybe better
than your present habit.)
8,000 fried itand it worked.

Why not you?
We guarantee five dates All
wanted. For only $3.00!

of +hem the date you’ve always

Dates by Operation Match ... May be the biggest thing since
Adam and Eve.
Questionnaires are being distributed on your campus. Pick one
up and try it. Or write to:

OPERATION MATCH

New Deadline: Monday, Nov. 29

,.’
4

an

cos ered with blue suede.
The band takes a break. You buy a
5u.cetit coketail from a I:1-y ear-old waitress
with her hair ratted two feet above her
head. Sitting around your table is the generation that will call you soft and middleclass, and demonstrate against your laws.
CLASS DISCUSSION
"We learn about pot in health and
hygiene. Vim know where I can get some?"
asks a Ift.year-old homecoming queen.
"If you get drafted, you gotta go, but
I gotta go to college first,’" says a 16-yearold "surfer." bare-chested and bare-footed.
"We all knew about Watts weeks in
advance. They were passin. out directions

atm.-

phere that pervaded the ciiiire performance. The cat -calls and chants of the listening i ?) students were clear evidence of
a lack of interest on their part.
They were looking for a g I time ott
a Friday afternoon and they found
Of the rain, by occupying and wrecking a
facility intended to .erve all the students.
They st 1 1111 tables in their raimsoakeil
shoes, and literally c
milled the facility
for the Fun IN li!
ALONSIDERED ISSUE
What were the issues? "Who knows
and %Ito caris. Let’s have a good time."
was the battle cry. The
At, and I
assure you it is only a fleeting one, that a
college or university is meant to improse
your own life so that you may itnprtne
your society, was absolutely not considered.
Well now. here is somethinga twinge
of conscience perhaps. (Later found oil’
to be motivated by a faculty member):
Students are filing back into the eafeteria,
beginning to mop, straighten tip the place,
and pick up the hroken plates and dishes.
I wonder if this work party will have
any effect on their primary responsibility
as students to have an inquirirt; ez;r141 that
judiciously searches for truth in every conflict of ideas. At the moment, I doubt ii!

P.O. Box 58’1
San Francisco, California

hinary, Chernkafs, Delionse, Fibers and

t:

boy with blond hair hanging below his
jaw, a silk shirt heir.. his size, and his
great grandmother’s higli-butlon shoes re-

The timp.heades1
teen-age boy, or
writhing on the
legs in the air,

shapes, colors, and
stomp hand is led
a
girl, I not sure whitli
floor. kicking his her)
and shooting "lit
!

CAREER

MEMORIAL CHAPEL
Tuesday, Nov. 14,
at 8 p.m.
Sponsored by the C’
,- Science
Orgenitet’on on Ltrnput

roaring up and down Seventh Street for
ilw press. have sped back into their

CORPORATION

P.S. Your answers are placed in a 7090 Computer Msmory
File. The computer then scans the qualifications of every member of tile opposite sex from your area and selects, the five (5)
most perfect matches for you!
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A :ate:
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A member of the American PerA:soviation,
sonnel and Goi
lc:habilitation
Ho.:1::::r has 1. tn
counselor atol di:actor in Chicago
and ittc: tatuht and counseled elementary told high schools in

sitiiii, the
to express
interested
af f ilia les
e tif thtir
:mil, aft,.

111 Alissouri, tlooper taught alai
counseled all the elementary
grades. While a graduate student
at

the University of Wichita, he

worked

with

the education

and

atiunseling division.
Hociper received his B.S. in education froin the University of Missouri in 1941, his A.M. from the
University of Chicago in 1948, and
his Ph.D. from the University of
Denver in 1962
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’ASB Rep.
Interviews
To Begin

"Sex

will

(continued from Page t)
have anything to do with this incident vhile it is before this board.’’
According to Gruen!, The New
Student was put on probation because, he said, The New Student
staff had failrici to meet regulations concerning proper registration of the time and place the
paper would he sold
Gruehl statcd that SAF3 has the
power to pltve probation on the
New Student under ASB Legislative Art 27, which gives SAB
"authority and juriseimatn over
the advertising, selling and distribution of materials by individuals
and recognized steclent organizations."
Following adjoutnment of the
three-hour meeting, Meltzer asked
Gruehl if the committee had found
him "guilty" of anything. and if
sowhere did SAB get its authority.?
Gruehl replied the group had
not found Meltzer "guilty" but had
established that Meltzer "was in
violation of" proper social manner.
Meltzer asked what the difference between "guilty" and "in violation of." Gruehl then stated
"We’re not defending the action of
the board." He said the entire issue
was being referred to the ASB
At torney General.
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discussed by two SJS pro-

Dr. Putney will discuss the
changes in thr norms of society.
The legal aspects of the question
The panel discussion will be [ will be presented by Thorne.
sponsored by Humanists on Cam-I
John Stanley. HOC president,
invites all interested, .tanci openpus I HO(’ 1.
.....$1
Panelists will be Dr. Bruce Ogil- ’
vie. counselor and professor of psyfessors and an attorney Thursday.
I

night at 7:30 in Concert Hall.
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classic, conservative buit(in
down. Very acceptable.
The long points on this Arrow
Decton Oxford are just right,
Anything less would ride up.
Anything more would give you too
much roll. Other noticeable details:
Back collar button, box pleat and
hanger loop. Tapered to a T.
"Sanforized -Plus, in a wash and
wear that goes past midnight
without a wrinkle. Available in
other colors. $6.95.
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gence with the Airborne Corps in

Additional criticism collect/111h
seiites
lactiliy members.
"Anil there is a third posibility
the faculty supplementary Moor::
to
be
considered: It is entirely
survey has been voiced by Dr.
C. M. Larsen, president of the SJS possihle that a fairly high percentage
of outside income is a
chapter of the American Associasimple consequence of a too low
tion of University Professors.
The survey was recently insti- salary level, which compels many
tuted by the Coordinating Council faculty members to seek supplefor Higher Education at the direc- mentary employment in order to
make ends meet.
tion of the State Legislature.
"Unless such ambiguities enn he
The local AAUP voted to support the request of a committee overcome, the Legislature would
of the Academic Senate of the be well advised to abandon the
California State Colleges that any survey as a waste ol time, effort,
I.
faculty members who may receive: and money," Larsto.
a copy of the survey questionnaire
not to return the questionnaire
until they have had a chance to’
consider an Academic Senate report on the matter.
NO CONSTRUCTIVE PURPOSE
Larsen commented that, in his
judgment,the survey is not likely
to accomplish any constructive
purpose because it will be very
Dr. Theodore C. Zsutty, SJS
difficult, if not impossible, to de- associate professor of civil engiclearly
reasonable
incide upon a
neering, has been awarded a
terpretation of the results.
$37,561 grant from the National
"For example," said Larsen, Science Foundation for a two-year
"suppose that we can agree on study on "Strength Prediction of
what would be a fairly high level Reinforced Concrete."
of faculty income from supplemenDr. Zsutty’s research is an outtary jobs, and suppose that the growth of the recent extensive
survey shows that such a level changes in strength prediction
is actually realized. Then there are formulas of building codes, which
at lease three different interpreta- "have an arbitrary element of
tions which can be placed on such safety in the field of reinforced
an outcome.
concrete design." Dr. Zsutty’s study
"The interpretation which some will attempt to provide improvelegislators may wish to place on ments in the building code.
such a result is that professors
Four of his articles on reinforced
are not being conscientious about concrete have appeared in engitheir college work because they neering technical journals.
are too busy on their outside jobs.
VALI-ABLE RESERVOIR
"But a very different interpretation is also in order. A college
constitutes a valuable reservoir
of highly trained manpower, and
perhaps we should be glad to find
evidence that the surrounding
community is making full use of

Attention Ping-Pong Champs:

The franc is local currency in Tahiti.

hIcinorial
011
"51.in
Unlimited."
Sponsored by the Christian Science Oragnization, Alton’s lecture
will further explore the font:wing.
"There’s no limit to the good a
man can accomplish through reliance on God. tl takes humility
and a deep spiritual commitment.
You learn to depend on the divino
love that tnakes possible every
worthwhile act."
Alton was a former administrator for the Rockefeller Brothers
Governmental Studies. He has held
a number of executive pasts in
the oil industry and other development enterprises over the years.
During world War II, he served
as a captain of military intelli-

AAUP Leader Raps
Moonlighting Survey

SAB vs. Meltzer

is. icier,

Christian Science Talk
HOC Schedules Panel
Scheduled for Tonight

William Henry Alton ot the
Interviews for the recently va- Christian Science Hoard of Lectur.1.1 :it 8 in
cated post of Junior Representa- ship will
tive on Student Council will he
held this afternoon at 4 in the
College Union, ASB Pres. John
Hendricks annott need.
The vacancy occurred when Bill
Clark resigned his position to take
over the post of ASA treasurer.
Persons interested in the post
must haste a 2.25 cumulative grade
average and elear acadeinic standing. hold no oti-er major elective
or appointive ASIl position and be
honti fide member of the junior
class.
The ASH Intramurals Board.
which is responsible for the SJS
intramural program. has set interviews today at 2:30 p.m. in the
College Union. The board formulates rules of competition and
handles budget requests.
WILLIAM HENRY AUTON
The ASB Recognition Committee
. . visiting lecturer
will select five members from interviews scheduled this afternoon
at 3 p.m. in the College Union.
The committee’s purpose is to
recognize achievements made by
students in student government,
ASB committees and campus organizotions

Captain Sue Ozburn, Army Medical Specialist Corps pe rsonn el
counselor for the Sixth Army, will
be at SJS today and tomormw to
advise college students and graduates on opportunity in the Army
Medical Service.
The Army Medical Service Wets
financial assistance to students in
the fields of physical and occupational therapy ard dietetics.

:OTT MOORE
)13 SCHERNER
iARY KOEGLE
IDI ROYSDON
:AROL CARD
. TOM MEAD
rF STOCKTON
SUSAN KANG
CRAWSHAW
STEVE BETTINA
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All you ping.pong whizzes now have a chance to pick up some
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beautiful trophies for your skill. Sign up today for the tourna-
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Papeete, Palermo or Pittsburgh wherever you go,
your Bank of America Travelers Cheques get a big welcome. Because they’re backed by the world’s largest
bank with a money -back guarantee against loss
or theft. When you travel, carry money only you can
spend BANK OF AMERICA TRAVELERS CHEQUES.
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Months of Rehearsal End

LIFC.1

Orchestra To Present Concert

Electronics and Physics graduates
with B.S. or M.S. degrees

1r,.

Excellent career opportunities in circuit and
component design and development; systems
design and engineering marketing. Contact the
Placement Office.

C50111
Santa Clara, Calif.

(Paid Religious
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inajor work from standard

repertory.
WINNING SOLOISTS
Jack Dilom won the competition Tor a
violin solo with Beethoven’s Concerto in
D Major, and Miss Kathryn Schenk vton
the competition for a piano solo vvith
Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody.
Symphony in C Major by Bizet was
chosen "for its structure, form, ITILISICH I
content and place in history.," said Dr. Gibson Walter, chairman of the SJS Music
Depattment and orchestra conductor. "It is
a perfect opening before the Beethoven
selection and this vvill be the first time it
has been performed here in a winter season."
VARIED GOALS
The SJS Orchestra has a variety of
It
serves
the students, the commugcals.

nity and professional music world.
The 70-piece orchestra affords the SJS
students tAith an opportunity to obtain a
knowledge in major
gtxxl foundation
works of standar:I repertory.
Orchesti a alumni usually join community
orchestras after graduation. In this manner, SJS graduates have promoted good
music across the country.
MUSIC TRAINING
Training received in the SJS Symphony
Orchest as provides students with a course
of study in symphonic music literature,
enabling them to form a foundation prepat atnty to professional work.
"Tnc only way students can learn protocol is to b? part of it. The direct contact
with the reality of performing with an
organization and learning its traditions is
a rich experience," said Dr. Walters.

RICHARD M.
FLANAGAN
GRADUATE of
SAN JOSE STATE ’65
While at San rlom lie was active in the soviet.% lor the Aduncensent of Matitagement.
Pm idyll( Altana:1’s Ittter11.11111
Program for undergraduate,.

Advertisement)

For Needy Families

turiI
Every one of us has a sense of his own basic identity, of that
inner center of one s life by which we can each say "i am." The "i"
in rnn is what the Bible calls my
and if is with my spirit that
attempt to direct my life and control my emotions. We char
acterizo people, in fact, by saying they are "strong -spirited" or
"without spirit" as we sense the intensity or the lethargy of the spirit
within them which directs their lives.
Unfortunately man :n his natural state in this world lacks the
spirituel resources which life demands, and in vain aftempts to fill
the inner vacuum of his heart, fhe spirit of man becomes the inflated
ego, puffed up with a terirble and false sense of self importance and
self sufficincy. But Jesus Christ is the One who said, "Without rne
you can do nothing," (John 15:5) and the great Apostle Paul among
those who have recognized, "1 know that nothing good dwells within
me, that is, in my flesh. I can will what is right, but I cannot do it."
(Romans 7:18)
When the God of the Bible met Moses at a burning bush in the
clsert H told Moses, "I AM WHO I AM." (Exodus 3) Expressing
His unique personal identity through this use of the verb "to be,"
God said, "I+ is I alone who ern" or "I will be who I will be." The
New Testament calls this same, unchanging God, "the Father of
spirits," (Hebrews 12.9) for He, as the great "I AM" has made us
people in His own image, as the lesser and dependent "i ams."
Now the key to all of life is to discover in personal experience
that Jesus Christ is the one answer to every human need, the insufficient Go dable to meet us fully where we are. In fact, the very
mime "Jesus" literally means "I AM Sevier." Your invitation asking
Jesus Christ into your heert will bring the great "I AM" into your
life with the result that you and He become One! Thus the Bible
says, "H who is joined to the Lord is one spirit" (I Corinthians 6:17)
and this is why every Christian can say with Paul, "it is no longer i
who live, but Christ who lives in me." (Galatians 2:20)
Have you found yourself yet by discovering Jesus Christ, the
Lord of Life?

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791 Palo Alto, California
1111111111M
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S.IS Sy mpliony Orchestra, in rehearsal since the beginning of the semester,
will present a concert of three selections
at 8:15 p.m. tonight and tomorrow in Concert Hall. Admission to the performance is
free.
The program will include Bizet’s Symphony’ in (7 Major, Beethoven’s Concerto
in D Major for Violin and Orchestra, Op.
61, and Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a
Theme of Paginini for MEMO and Orchestra, Op. 43.
Chosen with the soloists in mind, the
program etas planned la.st semester. In
June the Music Department opened auditicns to all SJS students for an opportunity
to solo with the orchestra. Students were

Campus Food Drive
To Begin Tomorrow
NleinIto s of the Associated

E--

Women Students Community
Service Committee and the Circle K Club will cooperate with
the San Jose corps of the Salvation Artny in a campus-wide
Thanksgiving food drive that will
start tomorrow and continue
through Friday.
Canned gootis which are donated to the cause will be distributed by the Salvation Army
to needy families in the Santa
Clara County area.
Food and dimes will be collected from living centers on
campus. A trophy will be awarded for the first time this year
to the house donating the most
canned goods and largest
amount of money.
The number of residents in
the student house will be taken
into consideration upon determination of the final winner.
According to Jim Salo. vice-

president of tho

K corn -

Since becoming a full-time
agtnt in .1;11111:try 1965, NIr.
ted to
pr
Flanagan It.ts b.
Campus Supervisor.

Special Discount
FACULTY
.STAULuDmENNTIS
itIst present your staff
ASB card

or
For information rega
either v our own Lite Infairanee
Program’ or a Career lit Sall,
Call 297-5707.
Nlanagement

Movie & Still
Supplies
* Cameras
* Equipmenf
Prolteefers
printing
developing
repairs
rentals

munity service club, 75 latnilic,
were fed by donations at Thanksgiving time last year. "I hope we
will feed many more this year."
he said.

PROV I ENT
MUILIA1

SJS Russian Club
Sells Dance Tickets
Member. of the SJS Ru,litn
Club are accepting reservations
for students interested in attending the 35th Annual Russian
Invalid Ball, sponsored by the
San Francisco Russian American Anti-Communist Organization, Saturday, 8:15 p.m. in the
Scottish Rite Auditorium, Van
Ness and Fern Streets, San
Francisco.
The formal dance to honoi
Russian war veterans is held
annually to raise funds for the
aid of Russian invalids here and
abroad, according to Bill Basansky, club president.
Entertainment will bc high;
lighted by the appearance of
opera star Vera Brynner, sister of
actor Yul Brynner. and San
Francisco prima ballerina Sally
Bailey.
Interested students may purchase tickets for the event by
calling Tamara Katkov, 289-4121,
or Con Lebedeff, 286-6622.
COORDINATOR
The ASB Social Affairs Committee co-ordinates all ASB-sponsored
campus activities such as the Registration Dance, Cafe Capers,
Homecoming C o r on at ion Ball,
Spring Formal and "big name"
enterainment throughout the semester.

ORDER
’YOUR
RING
NOW!

LIFE

INSURANCE COPARANr LAI PrIllDEL1414

a century of dedicated service

210 North 4fh Street
Phone 297-5707

COLLEEN BEDROSIAN
... to dance tomorrow

NPIE
OIEATERS!
TNETTAI

Belly Dancer
To Perform
At Meeting

10" PIZZAS
(Cheese, Sausage, Pepperoni)

DELIVERED EVERY

Mohammed Adwan, president
of the SJS Arab-American Club,
calls tomorrow’s meeting of the
campus olganization a "regular
meeting," but with the appearance of a belly dancer to provide
the entertainment, it might prove
otherwise.
SJS student and Arab-American club member Colleen Bedrosian, 20, will be dancing at the
meeting of the student organization tomorrow, Cafeteria A
and B, 3:30 p.m

Mon., Tues., and Wed. only
This In Addition to Our Ert.r.,1,1
titandard Delivery Menu ol
* 12" Pizza (cheese, sausage, pepperoni)
* Chicken IThiners

TO PLAY "OUD"
Miss Bedrosian, junioe accounting major, will dance to music
provided by guest musician
Walicl Shaheen, a senior drama
major at San Francisco State
College and entertainer at the
Bagdad Cabaret night club in
San Francisco.
Shaheen will play thc Arabian
"oud," a stringed lute-like instrument. Other musicians include S.IS students Wasef Balbaki, flute player, and Itakan
Attasi, drummer.
S’I I

III

N

IN%

r Spaghetti
li=f

*

PIZZA
HAVEN

ITU’)

VIIC,li -.CP,: I
’le
IWOvided by Chris Hungerland. SJS
graduate drama major. who will
sing the "Magic Flute" and songs
from the Rodgers and Hammerstein production, "South Pacific."
Adwan said that all SJS students are invited to attend the
meeting. No admission fee will
be eharged.

Salads

Phone 295-3805

10th & William

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

T1CCI S

YOU R
GRADUATION
RING

1

This is Jaguar for men. After-shave and cologne combined. Women like it. Because it doesn’t smell like the
stuff they wear. Men like it. Because it comes on stronger.
Stays on longer Jaguar is lusty. Powerful. Potent. It’s
bottled in a stark, strong, smoky-glass cylinder. It’s only
for the man who gets a bang out of living, a charge
out of leadingwho plays to win, whatever the game.
After-shave/cologne, $3.50. Soap on a rope, $2.50.
Gift soap, box of 3, $3.00. Jaguar from Yardley.

l’ACOS

the most respccleci
symbol of your
educational
achievement.

DELUXE HAMBURGER

cpartate
gookitore

IA lb. ground beef

tomato

mayonnaise
lothicc

30(

’ RIGHT ON CAMPUS.

Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James

Spartababes
Lose To Cal

Fullback Charley Harraway,
who put on an amazing performance Saturday night against Montana State, was named Northern
California Co-Back of the Week by
the Northern California sports
writers yesterday.
It is the second time this season that the senior from Seaside
has been honored for helping the
Spartan gridders to victory.
He received a similar award of
merit from the sports scribes vehen
SJS upended Arizona three weeks
ago.
oy Yoshi Hasegawa
JERRY BONETTO (31) picks up yardage in Saturday’s 25-7
victory over Montana State. Bonetto, a hard-chiving runner,
has been an understudy to Charley Harraway this season, and
consequently, has not seen much action.

Open Tonight
Un!il 9, p.m.

Six Harriers Represent
SJS At MA Meet

11 LEE JI ILI- uRAT
six SJS harriers will leave Saturday afternoon for Lawrence,
Kan., and the NCAA Cross-Country Champion.ships to be held Mon1 (lay.
Bill Langdon, Jim Sullivan, Joe
Neff, George Weed, Rich Klemmer and Kett Noel are the runners
selected by coach Mery Smith to
represent the Spartans.
Smith’s selection came after a
veeek of decision.
k
"It was a very difficult choice.
’ I finally went on the basis of overall team performance and team
s scoring," said Smith.

tteltda
Every Mon., Tues.,
and Wed.

b

SPAGHETTI
All

you can eat

$1.00

\

h,,s

TEAM DEPTH
He added that because of great
team depth, the runners chosen
L could have differed within another
4 week.
The Spartans will have to face
IL physical obstacles in addition to
72 E. Santa Ciar. Street
........................... outstanding runners over the sixmile course.
, "We .havata get out into tbe
’ lead quickly’. With between 500
and 600 runners battling for the
front, our boys will have to be aggressive."
Smith hopes bis harriers can
I break out fast, get into the lead
by the first mile and pack up.

Free parking af Al’s & Earl’s
38 S. 3rd St.

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE

MVO 10 DON of

IAMB Durouny
...on us!

DAIT

Harraway Receives Second Honor !
As Nor Cal Back Of The Week

Tne SJS frosh gridders’ attempt
to even their record at 3-3 failed
Saturday when they met a roadblock in the name of the Cal
freshmen and were turned back
21-6 in the mud at Berkeley.
Actually the score doesn’t indicate the closeness of the contest.
The count was 14-6 at the half
and Cal was repeatedly stopped
by the Spartababes until the home
squad finally scored in the final
stanza.
Coach John Webb believes that
Cal’s weight "made the difference." He said that speed vvas the
Spartans’ threat and it was bogged
down by the mud.
SJS’ only score came vehen quarterback Russ Munson hit halfback
Danny Anderson with a 30-yard
TD pass.
Webb singled out fullback Jeff
Baker and defensive end Rich
Watts for playing an outstanding
game.

Our Specialty

SP UtT

Defense Lauded

I

TOUGH WORKOUTS
To prepare for the sprint, the
Spartans will run repeat miles today, Grass work is scheduled to
round out the week to get the
legs tuned.
Other factors in the meet are
the weather and stiff competition.
"Our runners have to realize
that the adverse weather conditions will affect the other harriers too Althoorh thr school,: in

r

penetrate Spartan territory. Thc
first time was on MSU’s opening
drive and they scored. The second encounter with SJS turf was
on a fumble recovery in the third
quartet. on the Spartan 42. Four
plays later Eb Hunter blocked Jan
Stenerud’s field goal trY
KICKER STYNIIED

Annual

FRAME SALE

DUCAT!
30 ho

242

SCRAMBLER

b,

lov,

rpm

5 speed trans.

$759 p.o.e. L.A.
3
1
1
1

In Progress

DUCATI SEBRING

Stock Frames

to
50% OFF

350cc

35 plus hp

271 lbs.

5 speed trans.

$769 p.o.e. L.A.

Selected
Prints

PENINSULA
SCOOTER & CYCLE

OFF

-1116.11.derib.....d...............

3720 El Camino Real
Weekdays 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

SAN JOSE PAINT
’
’, AND WALLPAPER CO..4
..:....-

I.

11 2 S. 2nd St.

extra rear sprockets
extra engine sprockef
set of rigid struts
set of all cables

TOTAL VALUE $150

*
Free Parking

P
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"I know
all about
General Electric.
They make
toasters and irons
and things like
that."

NEW

r ndy
AROMATIC SMOKING TOBACCO

Alto
Phone 321-1780
Saturdays 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

SPECIAL OFFER * * *

* *
With this ad, a 100 discount will be given
on accessories, parts and labor.
Nam

civievp

Enjey a free full-size pouch of
Burgundy. An aromatic blend of
vintage tobaccos, fine taste and
pleasant wine aroma, for the
-,moothest smoke ever to come
out of a pipe. Clip the ceui-on

DUCATI FOR 1966
IS HERE!

San Jose Paint

jap TO WAR- FOR
ti/A-

ISM um nino

".Right.Thin_gs
like the world’s
most powerful jet
engines, the world’s
largest turbinegenerator, the
world’s first
Man-Made diamonds.
Things like nuclear
power plants,
suitcase-size
computers and
a whole new fami y
of plashes."

"Yeah, yeah. Things like that.’’

now. Cheers!
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SPARTAN DAIL\
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Extra accessories included with the scrambler
at no additional cost fo you:

//2

Spartan water poloists continue
their schedule of top competition
when they travel to Pomona Friday for the State College Tournament.
The frosh squad began its
Northern California Tournament
last night at Treasure Island. They
have won the tourney two out of
the last four times, and many varsity teams are entered in the rugged field of teams.
The SJS varsity will try to come
back from a 9-2 loss at the hands
of Stanford Saturday.
Coach Lee Walton attributes the
defeat to "a lack of preparation
in an attempt to get more of a
scoring punch into the offense."
"We wanted to use our motion
pattern of offense and also try
our adjustment of putting Jim
Moblad into the center at a single
post," Walton explained.
"But, we used a little bit of
both plans and were ineffective."
Mike Hansen and Greg Swan
scored the Spartans’ two goals
against Stanford. Walton terms
Hansen a.s "our most consistent
,worer ruzainst lontlh opposition."

raced back to his own 29 to rennet
a MSC quick kick. He carried tlk
ball up to the 40 where he alertlir
lateraled the pigskin to Lachapent,
who picked up an additional nine
yards.
Moment s later Lachapelle
latched on to a Richard.s’
and clashed 28 yards for SJS’ first
score.
On the third to last play of thp
game, McGuire returned an inter,ception
.o.ds for a touchdows
leo
called it back.
-

Stenerud, the Bobcat’s vaunted
kicking specialist, was able to test
his toe only twice. One kick was
a PAT. His field goal try was
thwarted by Hunter.
The defensive line, made up of 111=1 EMI IMM MOO MN SIM 1=11 EMI SIM
Martin Baccaglio, Mike Christenson, and Fred Heron, held Mon-

DEFENSE TOUGH
The Spartan coaching staff has
nothing but praise for the defenJUDO CHAMPS
sive squad’s play Saturday night
when SJS topped Montana State
Yuzo Koga, Irwin Kawano, John
25-7.
Lewis, Larry Dobashi and Howard
Only twice in the entire con- Fish were national collegiate judo
test were the Bobcats able to champs for SJS last year.

!he
at, mole te,cal to rain
and cold, the weather is an obstacle we all have to overcome,"
says Smith.
Opposition comes from such
powerful contingents as Miami of
Ohio, the University of Oregor
and last year’, ehanip, Western
Michigan

Spartan Poloists
In State Tourney

rugged gpnind game
to 104 yards, and threw the Bobcats for 32 yards in losses, for a
net gain of 73.
Spartan linebackets, led by Hunter, Mel Tum, Steve Arnold, and
Bob DUOS, made life rough for
MSU signal -caller Gary Richards
and his receivers.
Safety Jim McGuire and halfback Rich Lachapelle were lauded
for their pass interceptions and
quick thinking.
In the fir,t period, :\
e

Only about one quarter of C.E.
sales are in consumer goods. All
the rest arc in industrial, aerospace
and defense products.
A variety of products (over
200,000 in all). A variety of activi-

tiec (everything from research and
development to adertising and
sales). A Nariety of challenges for
young men who want to be recognized for their talents and rewarded
for their work.

Important responsibilities come
to you early at General Electric.
Talk to the man from G.E. about
coming to work for us.
This is where the young men are

important men.

73’OgreSS Is’ Our Mas, Imporfan, Product

GENERALi

ELECTRIC
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GIRLS!
GIRLS!
GIRLS!
We offer various interesting temporary assignments.
Register now!

W. St John

CY 3-0631

Spartaguide

Job Interviews
. are livid in
.311 litters
the rInettitu.n1 I notes., Ii1):11284.
.tppointittent signitps begin on
T11,4110, for COMIIIM) Mien lews
the following week. January
grads may obtain further schedule information at the I’llaweinent
L’enter.
TODAY

NO FEE

,, lei

niesttly, November 16. 1966

%TIT

1*.S. Naval ftrditance Test Station: eiv4inecring, physics, math
MS and
and chemistry majors
onl)
tor positions in rePh
de\ dorm-lent and
se:ircli.
Icsiiin; t,1 ,,Kperimentill weapon,

-_

TODAY
Catholic Student. Organization,
7 p.m., Newman Center, regular
meeting.

and systems. \lust be a U.S. citizen. Male or female. Area of work
is U.S. Nuts, China Lake.
pany: acGirl and C
counting nuifors for positions as a
staff accountant. Male only. Area
of work is San Jose.
IRM Corporation, Office Product Division: business administration, industrial management and
related fields majors with some
experience for positions in the sale
of typewriters, dictation equipment, magnetic tape "selectric"
typewriter and related supplies.
mje only.

Social Work Club, 3:30 p.m.,
CH167, guest speaker on the new
department in county welfare that
handles children who are a problem in the family or in society as
TOMORROW
a whole.
SJS Sidling Club, 3:30 p.m.,
Spartan Spears, 6:15 p.m., ED- IA123, newly formed club invites
241, regular meeting.
all interested students to attend.
Club. HE Lounge, 1:30
Circle
Catholic Student Organization,
p.m., regular meeting.
8 p.m., NeWMarl Center, 79 S. Fifth
Sid Club. TH55, 7:30 p.m., fash- St., guest speakers.
ion show, equipment discussion,
Arab-American Club, 3:30 p.m.,
signup for ice skating tiip,
Cafeteria A and 13, \Valid Shahin,
Alpha Eta Sigma (Accountants music and songs from the Arab
Honorary Societ yl, LN201, ac- world, Colleen Bedrosian, Arabian
counting lab.
(Belly) Dancer.
Kaydette, 6:30 p.m., Delta Zeta
Pi Alpha Nu, 7:30 p.m., 400 S.
House, all must be in uniform.
13th Street, guest speaker, Bob
Canterbury, L.S.A., UCCF, 7 p.m., Hayes of Sylvania, will speak on
300 S. 10th St., Campus Christian "What to expect upon graduation "
Center, movie.
Orchesis-Modern Dance Club, 7
American Meteorological Soci- p.m., PE11262, regular meeting.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., HE
ety, 7:30 p.m., Engr329, regular
Lounge, guest speaker.
meet ing.
SAMME, 2:30 p.m., ED124-D.
Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., Cafediscuss plans for an outing and disteria A, regular meeting.
SJS Geological Society, 7:30 p.m., cuss projects forE. 0.H.
Pre-Law Students. William 1.evArt133, first meeting of the seinson, School of Law, Northwestmester.
Chi Sigma Epsilon, 7:30 p.m., ern University. Chica,40. will discuss law school and law practice
visiting living centers, bake sale.
Christian Science Organization, opportunities. C11167..1 pin.
8 p.m., Memorial Chapel, "Man Un- I FRIDAY
OmaniInternational
limited" lecture by William Henry
,,4oplion
3:30 p.m., Ill
Alton, Christian Science Lecturer
I
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m., ED41-I. I, ,

Retail Credit Company: manageuicnt, business administration and
miteetil majors for positions as
insurance inspector trainee. Male
ii 1 only AFC% of work is open.
-al ter Laboratories: business ad1,
i.iratien with emphasis or ma’, i.a in finance or accounting maicrs for positions as finance division trainees. Area of work is

--------- -,
I
1

ASH RADIO & TELEVISION

Sales & Service Color and Black & White
GUARANTEED SERVICE
Record Players-Tape Recorders-FM Stereo
HiFi-Audio Amplifier-TVs

97 E. Salvador at 3rd

295-1484-

-t"..---?"a"-t-t-’
SEE THE OUTSTANDING BOOK BUYS
San Jose Book Shop Has for This Week
MAGIC WITH LEFTO,ERS
.
$100
_
only SI 00 Ear,y GunCgM.,. 8EN THOMPSON,
SI.00
5450
CONFEDERATE EDGED WEAPONS
.
... ,
c.1 Blur, . THEATRE WORLD 57 6R.
To 00
$1.00
S2 9B
& 0,
3
THE ART OF THINKING
-.00D HOUSEKEEPING L.,.
$195
SI 00
:275
THE SPLENDID
BUDDHISM AND ZEN .
L’ITLE WAR
$2 98
sl Co
TowN HALL
OUTDOOR REFERENCE
$2.911
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, 7,1,1
r;
A -r etc. Gel these
new. books at Barod, 11.cc: Now Jt
4, op. irrolo Early for a Good
Che,ce.
IF YOU WANT A BOOK esIY ROOK
.nn as to o,ice,
Ask us at
orecl tole

saoose
1P-zo OK SHOP

,kr

Open ’fit
9,00 p.m.
Thurs Joy
119 E

Berkeley.
pany: marCampbell Salem C
keting, foreign trade majors for
positions in retail sales calling on
grocery stores. Must be a U.S.
citizen. Military must be completed. Male only. Area of work
is the Pacific Coast.
TOMORROW
Shell Oil -Finance: finance, econoinie, accounting and business
administration majors for positions
in finance. Citizenship required.
Area of work is the Pacific Coast

"Redi-Room"
Dancing Nightly
Featuring:

"THE JOLLY
ROGERS"

Best Sellers
Reprints
for LeSS

San Fernando between 3rd and 4th Sts. 295-5513

OLYNIR:4 PORTABLE TYPEWRITER

I

A -Go -Go
Sunday Session
Starting at 4 p.m.
4340 Moorpark at Saratoga

KENNEDY

HALL
.

CONTRACTS. Apsell! 2984775.

VAUGHN’S PRE -HOLIDAY SUIT SALE.
1/2 Itn!,0
S. 4th S
HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT
THE MORMON CHURCH?

GET AWAY! 3 rm. house in redwoods.
deck. 25 min. SJS. Partly
Snve $10/mo. on lease to
$2.50 PER HOUR PLUS COMM. Full or :,,ne. 1/985 Apache, Los Gatos. EL 4.
superrb cos.
__
MALE STUDENTS. Sgl. $37.50 mo. Share
PLEASANT PHONE WORK. Phone for 828. Kit. 8 lvqrm. priv. 167 E. St. John.
roor
d Sat. Sal - 795 069.
111111==311111111 ,,y
Call 298.1262 for ap,
’64 MG MIDGET. F.
MEN: Sql. morns $35. Quiet, clean. W/
145,,
286
offer. Call Val
Pit. Lvo. TV rms. Linen furn. Parking. 532
DINNER
HASHER.
Roier
9,1, 264 3994.
1961.
HEALEY.
-AUSTIN
r,
TO SHARE 3 bdrm.
ROOM f ARD ANTI Snt ARY FOR NEED ROOmMATE
, .
2.6 4019.
GIRL.
’61 CHEV IMPALA
2,6 _ usn3.
FURN. STUDIO APT. 42 S. 8th. $70/mo.
2.30 p.m.
GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS! To teke orders 29P 14r)
,I business people. GIRLS Lroking for apt. reservation for
27 I c,
63 CHEV. IMPALA SPT COUPE
P1,1.. (41 Mr. Carter 294.
S
r
-,
-,- tor 385 E San Fernando.
ROOMMATE WANTED. $35/mo.
A KFAST HASHERS WANTED. Slime MALE
.2
2?,
’64 VESPA GL
2o,
_
.
S’TTE.R WANTED: rina-day-a DLX. FURN. I & 2 bdrm. apts. $85 &
BASX
’64 TRIUMPH TR 6.
?Fil,
6676
or
37E1.9767.
’134 2482.
-- Sp
V./Atv TED: 6 i.noered guitar Sincient for FEMALE COLLEGE STUDENTS. Un
’57 PORSCHE CPE
248-9162.
.
i Rm. & bd. $80/mo. No contract.
2,- 4311.
, COOKING 8 LIGHT NEED 2 GIRLS FOR UNAPPD. APT. 357
COED PC,R
’58 OLDS. ,
HOUSEKEEPNG. ’
’
Will ro,,der moving in with
, 298 3241,
’58 VOLVO. ,
COPYwRiTERS ENGINEERS, ARTISTS
GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR
,
SALE.
,Ible Dec. 1. 295-1628.
’65 HONDA 160.
’59 FORD. ,
WANTED
LRG

RM

FOR SALE 13)
ALL NEW STEREO COMPONENTS.
$39 $49, Si.,
$74. 339. $59.
0715

I OVFI
RM
IN 3 BDRM.
,

PUP TENT. U.,od

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San Jose 14,
Calif.

El
El
El

n

n

O
0

Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

One time Three times Five times
50c a line 25c a line 20c a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Print you ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

n

CLASSIFIED RATES

(I)

Announcements
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (S)
Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
Transportation (9)

Name ____ _ _
Run Ad
Starting Date

_

OMEGA GAMMA DELTA ASKS: Did
6, r ; 1. ,rit his non-fat milk today?
wHATEVER HAPPENED TO BABY SAVANNAH7
II wants you back.
FEMALE ROOMMATE DESIRED. Routine
hurus. 295-4490. Jim or De_
SERVICES GO
TYPING SERVICE - East San Jove
258.4335.
AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS
Chet Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San
Carlos
TYPING. Term papers, thesis, etc. Pica
r
243.6313.
TYPING. All kinds IBM -nlectric. Work
,ocl. Jo Vine 378.8577.
THESIS. TAPE TRANSCRIBING. Xeraii
Mamie Nolen 202 W. Santa
286 2620.
TYPING IN MY HOME. ESperienced
.1,ble, reasoneble. 294 1313.
rYPING. Term papers, thesis. book re All work guaranteed. 259-5118.
EXPERT TYPING --All kinds. Reasonable.
7 ,

Address

_ _ Phone
(No of days) Indose $

Student California TeliChPIN AfiS(X.illtiOn, 3:30 P.M., ED100, panel
diseussion on teaching Communism.
AIESEC, Committee, 6:30 p.m.,
Sainte Claire Hotel, to be held
before regular S.A.M. meeting.
Tfit’l(SDAY
Humanist% on Campus I 110C1,
7:30 p.m., Concert Hall, panel to
discuss "Sex and Our Changing
Generat ion."
Selmer ’,Melia Society. 7:30 p.m
HE2. initiation ceremony for 194;:i
66 all Marines and persons intiu
ested in 1\1111111e Corps are %yid come.

Coroner Reports
Alcohol, Drugs
Killed Columnist

Tea Set Today

TRANSPORTATION III
tarp RIDE TO EUREKA WED. I I/24.
11/28. Georgette 298-7382.
CHARTER FLIGHT TO EUROPE JUNE
’66. (4,11100 Bill 266-1492.

The third lecture series of the
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine will be held tomorrow at 8
p.m. in the Newman Center, 79
S. Fifth St., sponsored hy the SJS
Catholic Student Organization.
Father William C. Leininger
St. John Viatiwy parish in San
Jose will be the first speaker lecturing on "The Participation in the
I.ife of Christ- The Sacraments."

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

folettbdE

It’s Later Than You Think!
Make your holiday reservations now!
Complete and unlimited authorization for all
air, steamship, railroad, and bus lines.

Philip Morici Travel Agency
"Just 2 blocks from campus"
29. SO. 2ND. SAN JOSE

294-8860

..rmeamemaleteleeetaree

4

’ Examples of
is, (Mecum. 1"NIedia Applicat
Dr. Richard I;.
primary’
include
of Audio-Visual Services, and Dr. I teaching \ ill
h chide social
Jerrold E. Kemp, coordinator of mathematics
holt ,chool biothe Audio-Visual Materials Prep- studies,
.!
I
1 physical
aration Service, are preparing a logical scietiet
kit to show uses of A-V media in science tin(I ,,,11,
educat ion.
The project is being supported
by a $97,194 grant from the U.S.
Office of Education.
Dr. Kemp said the project will
be completed by June. Twenty-five
educators will be selected to test
the kit’s effectiveness next summer and during 1966-67 school
year.
Columnist
NEW YORIti
The kits will then be distributed and television personality Dorothy’
throughout the country for pres- Kilgallen died last WeCIF of a comentations before teachers in pub- bination of alenhol and barbiturlic schools and colleges and before ates*, the MP(liCal examiner’s office
civic groups.
announced yesterday.
Dr. Kemp explained that the
Miss Nilgallen, 52, was found
kit will be divided into three sec- dead in bed Nov. g by a hairtions.
dresser. She apparently had
"Overview" vvill he produced as during the night while re:iii.1:::
a 16mm color filmograph which following an evening spciii
involves animation and narration. panelist on the televisi
slum
This will show the roles of media "What’s My I.ine?" and in V; Finn,.
in the teacher-learning process. A her syndicated gossip column.
printed guide also will be prepared
A preliminary- autopsy report
to assist in the showing and use had ruled tint a heart attack as
of "Overview."
cause of the writer’s death.
Color slides showing each meAssistant medical examiner Dr.
dium in a variety of classroom James Luke said yesterday a death
situations and guides, source lists certificate will be issii.ji
and other printed materials will that she died of "acute clivinid
compose the "Media in Depth" alcohol and barbiturate Mi. s
section of the kit.
tion
circumstances
I
Uses of media in teaching se- mined."
in
lected subjects will be shown

STORE FOR RENT ACROSS FROM
MEN’S DORM ON S. 100i. Reasonable
,,
The SJS Occupational Therapy
,flen1 292 9400.
,10 in skein 2
.
Department vvill hold a tea today
RESPONSIBLE UPPER DIV. STUDENT
.
from 3-4 p.m. in HB:101 for all
APT. 1 ’6 1’3. U-lorn Strern TO SHARE APT. Contact Rich 298.7944.
occupational therapy students.
./..
I I it. 297.0484
Representatives from the three
LOST AND FOUND (61
armed services will be present to
FOR WOMAN STUDENT
LOST: Belie leether jacket. 10/29. Re tell students of the need for occu...a
HOUSE. Wo I
Coll Koren 292-9005.
pational therapists in the service
Srror,
lorAtion
. Br
and the benefits to students who
PERSONALS 171
,,. $45 mo. 739.7900
agree to serve.
WANT YOUR AUTO INSURANCE
PREMIUM REDUCED? For latest insur, rates cell local number 252-0661.

HOUSING 151

’59 FIAT 500

Cafe Calwrs. 2 p.m., Cafeteria,
professional folk singers.
I.e Cerele Francalis. 3:30 p.m..
ED210, slide tour of France by
Jean Guedenet, assistant professor
of foreign languages.

1Profs Plan A-V Kits
For Educational Use

Spartan Daily Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

selection of inter-colleglate team
and rating of team members.
Accepting petitions to fill the post
of treasurer.
American Marketing Association,
6:30 p.m., social, 7:30 p.m. meeting, Johnny’s No-Bone Steak
House, 610 Coleman Ave., S.J.

Newman Lecture

-4-

urope ’661
VIA

W2)1
JETS
June 16th
June 20th
June 22nd

DEPARTS

Car rentals, tours, and hotel reservation& ,on

From
New York
$563 From San Francisco
R

3100
ROUND TRIP

11 iv

RESERVE NOW!
cONTACT JOSEPH i’.
:98.2046

k

SJS LIBRARIAN

need tidePdi to ,ehaPe
,

ACCOUNTANT
TRAINEES
United Airlines affords an excellent opportunity for college
graduates to enter an on-the.
job training program. B.S. and
B.A. degrees with at leas+ 16
units in accounting. No experience necessary. Starting Salary $525 per month.
SPECIAL CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3
1 a.m. to S p.m.
Contact the Student Placement
Office for additional information.

UNITED AIRLINES
An Equal Opportunily irriploor
g F)

(;oitig home ()%
Thanksgking? Cut expenses with a traNeling (11111Af. the Spartan Daily Classifieds to find students going to
1411111111.
10t
home town.
open lion. dirt! Fri.

rrir.li I

